Thank you for hosting the first of two meetings as it pertains to the Public act 12-155.
I have a few comments from today's meeting:

•
•
•
•
•
•

MS4 re-write should include ALL municipalities. Currently only urban areas (population criteria)
are mandated to comply regardless of impaired watersheds.
Will CT-DEEP consider initiating a phosphorus reduction credit program modeled after the
successful Nitrogen reduction program that will help "encourage" compliance? Without any $$
incentive we feel it is unlikely some municipalities will comply.
When will the CT-DEEP complete the numeric criteria the watershed quality assessment?
Very much agree with the "internal loading" component of phosphorus within lakes must be
calculated as part of the model formula.
In general pleased with programs and progress to date, however, much, much more needs to be
done. Despite many of these programs we have eutrophic conditions.
CT-DEEP and DPH must offer guidelines on cyanobacteria levels. FOTL did install a probe on
our buoy this year as we have recorded some very high reading in late season blooms in past
years. The public should be warned when concentrations get too high. Several New England
states have recognized this as a health hazard and have set limits for public awareness. We need
this done in CT.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Greg Bollard, Executive board, Friends of the Lake, Lake Lillinonah

FOTL has documented a few cyanotoxin levels in surface scum algae a couple of years ago. We will
increase our monitoring efforts by joining the GLEON research and thought CT-DEEP might express an
interest in this study. We have also added a probe to our buoy, however this is attached and is 1 meter
down in the "river" section so I think it may not be stationed in the best location for cyanotoxin detection?
I also think we need to increase our surface grabs and increase our dominant algae species recording.
Let me know if you have any other suggestions for monitoring.
While this doesn't exactly pertain to PA12-155, I felt we should keep it included as many still do not seem
to associate any health risk with excessive nutrient loading.
thanks
Greg
Gregory L Bollard
Project Manager
860-354-4104 ext 101
Fax 860-354-5517
cell 203-994-4801

FYI
Friends of the Lake will incorporate and participate in this project for Lake Lillinonah.
Thanks
Greg

